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Abstract

Variability of software systems is one of the challenges of nowadays software engineering increasing the complexity of software construction. Variability may have several causes – from heterogeneous hardware and specific non-functional requirements up to personalized functionality. Separation of concerns has been a basic principle in many software development approaches to manage complexity and has been broadly researched since decades. To reach separation of concerns in variable systems, such as Software Product Lines (a family of related software systems), our workgroup focuses on using Feature-oriented Software Development.

In Feature-oriented Software Development, commonalities and differences of the software products are expressed in terms of features that can be configured. Ideally, software variants are then adapted automatically based on a selection of features. Hence, the abstraction of a feature allows for separation of concerns between products of a product line.

In this lecture, variability in Software Product Lines is presented as a challenge and exemplified using the example of data management on modern hardware. Software product line engineering is introduced as a possible way to cope with software variability during the development process which includes the phases variability modeling, domain implementation, product configuration, and product generation. Furthermore, you will learn how to use the tool FeatureIDE to formally model variability with feature models and to establish a mapping between features and development artifacts that enables the automated generation of software variants.
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